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WHAT'S YOUR STORY?
I like to think of the Flaget Museum in terms of the history of Flaget from
it's beginning to it's closing. I try to keep the museum displays as much as possible
to memorabilia which reflect this time period. However, one cannot forget that a
school without students is not a school. To this end there is a section in the
museum which contains biographies of some of the students who attended Flaget.
The information contained in that section is information which was written solely
by the graduate. It is not edited nor changed, but placed in a binder so anyone
wishing to read it will have access. Only a small percentage of Flaget graduates
have placed their biographies in the museum. I want to take this opportunity to
invite any Flaget alumni to make up a biography and have it placed in the museum.
We do not limit the length, or content, photos are welcome. What have you done
with the fine education received at Flaget, your family, occupation, and
accomplishments of any type are suggestions for your biography. Our only
requirement is that it be done on letter size paper so it will fit in the binders. On
the table in front of the room today are the binders containing the biographies we
now have. Feel free to browse them and seriously consider including your own
story. Everyone has a story to tell, true, you may not have been the coach of the
University of Louisville, a member of the Kentucky General Assembly, or the head
of a large corporation, but your story is unique and you are part of the Flaget
history.
The museum is always accepting period memorabilia relating to Flaget.
Sports programs, academic awards, trophies, etc. are but a few of the items I am
seeking. Should you wish to donate anything please bring it to any alumni
luncheon, drop it off at the museum, or call me if necessary and I will pick it up.
And please, take the time to visit the museum, let's show the St X people that there
is still much interest in the school; we just don't get nearly enough visitors.

